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Eliminating Unconscionability in Assessing Mandatory
Eliminating
Unconscionability in Assessing Mandatory
Clauses by Deploying the `Vantage Point of Public Policy'
Clauses
by Deploying the ‘Vantage Point of Public Policy’
BY PAUL
NETT MARROW
BY
PAUL BEN
BENNETT

vided aa specified
specifed criterion is met, the
the adadvocate
or arbitrator should
vocate or
should feel
feel comfort-

In aa recent
recent article
article ("Squeezing
(“Squeezing SubjectivSubjectivitv from
ity
from the
the Doctrine
Doctrine of
of UnconscionabilUnconscionabil187
53 Cleveland
Cleveland State
State L.
L. Rev
ity," 53
ity,”
Rev. 187
(2005)),
this
author
proposed
a
method
(2005)),
author proposed method
containing, if not eliminating
eliminating judicial
for containing,
subjectivity from, determinations
subjectivity
determinations about
about
substantive unconscionability.
unconscionability. II argued
substantive
argued
that courts
the inquiry
that
courts should
should abandon
abandon the
into the
the impact
impact of
of aa suspect
suspect term on the
parties themselves,
themselves,inin favor
favor of an examiparties
examination of the
the impact
impact enforcement
enforcement might
have on
on the
the integrity
integrity of our
have
our contracting
contracting
system.
I pointed
pointed out
out that
that the
the resulting
resulting decidecisions should
should be useful
sions
useful as
as precedent,
precedent, an
outcome that isn't
outcome
isn’t likely
likely when
when the
the focus
focus
is
on the impact
impact of aa term
term on
on specifc
specific
is on
parties.
Let’s see
see how
applies to
Let's
how this approach applies
are
clausesmandating
mandating arbitration
arbitration that are
clauses
challenged as
unconscionable.
challenged
as unconscionable.
A common
common objection
objection to
to aa mandatory
mandatory
arbitration
is "uncon“unconarbitration clause
clauseisisthat
that itit is
scionable." Surprisingly, there
there is
is little
little conscionable.”
crete
is about
about
crete guidance
guidanceasastotowhat
what itit is
mandatory arbitration that
mandatory
that provokes
provokes this
claim. Clearly,
Clearly, it isn't
isn’t that mandatory
mandatory ararbitration isisper
bitration
perse
se unconscionable
unconscionablebecause
because
the public policy of all
the
all U.S.
U.S. jurisdictions
jurisdictions
is to favor
is
favor alternative
alternative dispute
dispute resolution
resolution
through
arbitration, provided
provided that
the
through arbitration,
that the
parties mutually agree
parties
agree to
to such
such aa system.
system.
So is
is itit about
So
about specifc
specific terms?
terms?
is supposed
supposedto
to come
come from
from
The answer
answer is
basis.IfIf you are
courts on
on aa case-by-case
case-by-case basis.
are
advising
attempting to
to pass
pass on
advising aa client
client or attempting
validity as
as an
an arbitrator,
arbitrator, you
the clause's
clause’s validity
be able
ableto
to rely
rely on
on judicial
judicial determishould be
nations considering
of aa
nations
considering the correctness
correctness of
arbitration scheme.
given arbitration
scheme.
example, ifif terms
For example,
terms requiring
requiring conficonfdentiality are
dentiality
are found
found conscionable
conscionable propro-

able matching
matching aa suspect
against that
that
able
suspect clause
clause against
criterion. Errors
criterion.
Errors should
should be
be minimal bebecause each
each clause
clause isis tested
tested against
against the
the specause
specifc criterion.
cific
criterion.
That makes
sense.And
Anditit should
should folmakes sense.
low that ifif aa number of different courts
courts in
different
states
all
apply
the
same
law
different states all apply the same state
state law

MARROW

The
author is
is an
and an
an arbitrator
The author
an attorney
attorney and
arbitrator in
Chappaqua,N.Y.
N.Y.He
Heisisaa member
member of
of the commerChappaqua,
commerArbitration Association
cial roster of the American Arbitration
Association
and the National Arbitration
and
Arbitration Forum.
Forum. He
He also is aa
public arbitrator
arbitratorfor
forthe
theroster
rosterofofNASD.
NASD.He
He can
can be
reached at
at pbmarrow@optonline.net.
reached
pbmarrow@optonline.net. He
He wishes
wishes
thank Hilary
Hilary B.
B.Miller,
Miller,Esq.,
Esq., and
andRonald
Ronald
to thank
Soodalter for
for their thoughtful
Soodalter
thoughtfulcomments
comments and
and sugsuggestions.
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to test
test the
the identical
identical clause,
clause, the
the results
results
be uniform.
uniform. Simple.
should be
Simple.
Well, maybe
maybe not.
Determinations about unconscionability are
are cut from
from aa special
special cloth. By
By statute
statute
and by
by common
determinations
and
common law,
law, these
these determinations
are characterized
characterizedasasfindings
fndings of
of law.
law. Findare
ings of law
ings
law have
have value
value as
as precedent
precedent bebecauseofoftheir
their universal
universalnature.
nature.But
Butaafindfndcause
ing
of law
law based
based on
on an
an analysis
analysis of
ing of
subjective factors
factorsinvolving
involving the litigants is
subjective
really
by defnition
definition can't
can’t
really aa finding
finding that
that by
have value
value as
precedent.
have
as precedent.
Subjective factors
factors work
work to
to mold the reSubjective
sulting
determination into
an idiosynidiosynsulting determination
into an
fnding. This
cratic finding.
Thisshouldn't
shouldn’tbe
beaa surprise
surprise
defned as
"based on
on or
or inif subjective"
subjective” is
is defined
as “based
luenced
by
personal
feelings,
tastes,
or
fluenced
by
personal
feelings,
tastes,
f
opinions," or "dependent
on the
the mind
mind for
opinions,”
“dependent on
existence.”
existence."Compact
CompactOxford
Oxford English
English DicDictionary (2005).
The result
result is
is aa standard
standard that lacks
lacks aa
definition. With
Withdifferent
differentjudges,
judges, there
there is
is
possibility there
there will
will be
aa good
good possibility
be different
different
results. It’s
It's like the
results.
the famous
famous statement
statement by
Court Associate
U.S. Supreme Court
Associate Justice
Justice Potter Stewart in facobellis
Jacobellis v.
v. Ohio,
Ohio, 378 U.S.
184, 197
197 (1964).
(1964). The
trying to
to
184,
The justice
justice was
was trying
nail down
for pornography:
pornography: “I
down aadefinition
defnition for
"I
could never
succeedininintelligibly
intelligibly doing
never succeed
so. But
But II know itit when
so.
when II see
see it. . . .”
of
But is this any
any way to run
run aa system
system of
jurisprudence?
jurisprudence?

Consider a
that provides
provides for aa
Consider
a clause
clause that
panel of arbitrators composed
composedof
of individindividpanel
uals, all
all of whom have
an interest
interest in the
uals,
have an
provision unfair
unfair on the
contract. Is such
such aa provision
grounds that a fair
grounds
fair hearing
hearing can't
can’t be
be had
had
should aa dispute
That was
should
dispute arise?
arise? That
was the
the issue
issue
presentedby
by aa clause
used by
by aa major
presented
clause used
major
U.S.
accounting firm
in its
itspartnership
partnership
U.S. accounting
frm in
agreement. The
The BDO
BDO Seidman
agreement.
Seidman clause
clause is
is
as follows:
follows:
as

controversy or dispute
dispute relating
Any controversy
to this
this agreement
agreement or to the
the PartnerPartnership and
ship
and its
its affairs
affairs shall
shall be
be resolved
resolved
and disposed
of in accordance
with
disposed of
accordance with
this
section, except
except that
that any
any
this section,
accounting
this
accountingprovided
providedfor
for in
in this
agreement, to
to be
agreement,
be conclusive,
conclusive, shall
shall
not be
to this
this procedure,
procedure, but
but
not
be subject
subject to
shall be
be conclusive
upon the Partshall
conclusive upon
Partners and
ners
and the
the Partners
Partners agree
agree and
and
accept
bound by
by any
any such
such
acceptto
to be
be bound
accounting.
dispute or controcontroaccounting. Any dispute
versy shall
shall be
be considered
considered and
and decided
versy
decided
by an arbitration
by
arbitration panel
panel consisting
consisting ofof
two (2)
(2) members
the Board
Board of
of
two
members ofof the
Directors (other
(other than
than the
Directors
the Chairman
and Chief
and
Chief Executive
Executive Partner)
Partner) selected
selected
by the
by
the Board
Board of
of Directors
Directors and
and three
three
(3) Partners
fom the
(3)
Partners from
thePartnership'
Partnership’s
practice
practice ofices
offices who
who are
are not
not members
members
of the
the Board
Board of
of Directors.
Directors. The
The memof
bers of
of the arbitration
arbitration panel
bers
panel shall
shall be
be
to by
by the
the Board
Board of
of
mutually agreed
agreed to
Directors and
to the
the conconDirectors
and the
the parties
parties to
troversy or
or dispute,
dispute, provided
provided that
that no
no
troversy
member
of
the
panel
shall
be
from
member
panel shall be
an office
office in which any
an
any complaining
Partner was
waslocated
locatedatatthe
thetime
time of
of
Partner
the filing of
the
of the
the complaint,
complaint, nor
nor be
be
otherwise involved
involved in
in the controotherwise
controversy or
dispute. The arbitration
arbitration
versy
or dispute.
panel shall be
panel
be selected
selected as
as soon
soon as
as
possible after
after notice
notice to the Partnerpossible
Partnership by
by any
that such
conship
any Partner
Partner that
such aa controversy or dispute
The controversy
dispute exists.
exists. The
conduct of the
be in
duct
the arbitration
arbitration shall
shall be
accordance with
with such
accordance
such procedures
procedures as
as
the Board
the
Board of Directors
Directors adopts
adopts and
and
communicates to the Partners.
communicates
Partners. The
vote
vote of aa majority of the arbitration
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(continued from
from previous
previous page)
page)

shall determine
determine the resolution
panel shall
and disposition of
of any
any such
such dispute
dispute
or controversy.
controversy. The determination
determination
of such
such arbitration
arbitration panel
panel shall
shall be
be
conclusiveand
andbinding
binding on
on all the
conclusive
the
Partners, and
and shall
shall not
not be
Partners,
be subject
subject to
type of
of
further determination in any type
proceeding
without the
the
proceedingwithin
within or
or without
[T]his agreement,
Partnership. . . . [T]his
agreement,
its validity,
validity, construction,
construction, adminisadministration and
tration
and effect,
effect, shall
shall be
be governed
governed
by and
and construed
construed in
in accordance
with
by
accordance with
the
laws
of
the
State
of
New
York.
the laws
State
New York.
(Emphasis added.)
(Emphasis
added.)
Common sense
would suggest
that ifif all
all
Common
sense would
suggest that
courts apply
apply the
of construction
courts
the rules
rules of
construction recogrecognized by
by New
would be
nized
New York
York law,
law, the
the clause
clause would
be
uniformly found
uniformly
foundtotobe
beeither
eitherenforceable
enforceable or
unenforceable.And
And yet,
yet, as
unenforceable.
as we'll
we’ll see,
see, this
this
clause has
hasbeen
beenfound
found to
to be
be both
both enforceable
clause
enforceable
and unenforceable
unenforceable by
by 12
12 different
different courts,
courts, sitsitand
ting in
many
jurisdictions
through
out
the
in many jurisdictions through
the
United States,
and all
all applying
applying the
the rules
rules of
of
United
States, and
construction
recognized
by
New
York
law.
construction recognized by New York law.
These dozen
dozen decisions
decisionsturn
turn on
on one
one of
of
These
(a) whether
two theories:
theories: (a)
whether the
the clause
clause was
was
substantively unconscionable
of its
its
substantively
unconscionable because
because of
operation on
or (b)
(b) whether
the
operation
on the
the parties,
parties, or
whether the
clause violates
violates public
public policy
of an
clause
policy because
because of
an
apparent denial
denial of
of a
apparent
a fair hearing
hearing and thus
thus
due process.
process.Only
Only four
four of the
due
the courts
courts saw
saw
the problem as
as involving unconscionabilunconscionability. Three of
of these
these upheld the
the clause.
clause. The
results were
wereidentical
identical among
among the
the courts
courts that
that
results
applied the
of the
the
applied
the alternative
alternative theory,
theory, i.e.,
i.e., six
six of
eight upheld
eight
upheld the
theclause.
clause.

Conn. 694 (2004).
2004
2.
BDO Seidman
Seidman LLP
LLP vv.Bloom,
Bloom, 2004
2. BDO
N.Y.
Slip Op
Op 51419U
51419U (Sup
(Sup Ct
N.Y.
N.Y Slip
Ct N.Y
Cry. 2005).
Cty.
2005).
785
3.
Greenwald
v.v Wisbaum
Weisbaum et
et al.,
al., 785
3. Greenwald
664
2d
N.YS.
N.Y.S.
664 (Sup
Cty
(Sup Ct.
Ct. N.Y.
N.Y Cry
2004).
Not reported—
reported1. Sowan
1.
Seidman LLP,
LLP, No.
No.
Sowan v.v. BDO Seidman
DV99-2676-B (Tex Dist. Ct 1999).
1999).
2. Waite
2.
Waite vv.BDO
BDOSeidman
Seidman LLP,
LLP, No. 0101Sup. Ct.
Ct. 2002).
4009-C (Mass
(Mass Sup.
v BDO
3. Jehle
Jehle v.
BDOSeidman
Seidman LLP,
LLP, No. 01201210118 (Mo.
(Mo. Cir. Ct. 2002).
10118
2002).

partners on the
partners
on the
arbitration panel panel
arbitration
were found
were
found
unwarranted,
unwarranted,
because the
because
the
parties knew
parties
knew
the reality when
the
reality when
they signed
they
signed

THEORIES

DISCOVER SOMETHING GREAT

common factual
common
factual elements:
elements:

•
••

Concerns about
Concerns
about

RESOLVING COMPETING
COMPETING THEORIES
RESOLVING

111t@r$CI@110@®

Cry).
All
All ofofthe
thecases
cases involved
involvedshare
share these
these

•

the clause.
the
clause.
But how do we
we account
account for the fact that
there are
aretwo
two theories
theoriesin
in the
the first
frst place
there
place and
given the
it matter?
the
given
the results
results does
does it
matter? Perhaps
Perhaps the
answerhas
hastotododowith
withsubjectivity.
subjectivity. LLet's
answer
e t ’s
take aa careful
careful look
look at
at the
the opinions
opinions that
take
that have
have
been spawned
spawned by
by the
the BDO
BDO Seidman
been
Seidman clause
clause
and see
seeifif subjectivity
subjectivity in
and
in fact
fact played
played aa role.
role.
And
let's then
then try
try to
And assuming
assuming that it does,
does, let’s
answer the
the question
question about
answer
about the
the present
present syssystems efficacy.
tem’s
efficacy.
Here's the
the list
list of
of decisions
enforcing the
the
Here’s
decisions enforcing
clause
[available
by
E-mail
from
the
author
clause [available by E-mail from the author
upon request]:
request]:
Reported—
Reported1. Hottle
268
1.
v. BDO
BDO Seidman
Seidman LLP,
LLP, 268
Hottle v.

Mass. Super.
Super.LEXIS
LEXIS 235
235 (Superior
(Superior Ct
Mass.
2003).
2003).
Not reported—
reported1.
Romer v.
BDOSeidman
Seidman LLP,
LLP, Index
Index
1. Romer
v BDO
No.1995-7807 (Sup
(Sup Ct.
Ct. Erie
Erie Cty).
No.1995-7807

4. Brown
Brown vv.Seidman,
Seidman, File
File No.
No. 919343919343NO (Mich.
NO
(Mich. Cir.
Cir. Ct.
Ct. 1992).
1992).
5.
Pioso vv.Abernathy,
Abernathy, L.
L.C.
5. Pioso
C. No. 90-CV002739 (Wis.
(Wis. Ct.
Ct.Appeals,
Appeals, 1990).
1990).
6. Selznick
Selznick vv. BDO
BDOSeidman
Seidman LLP,
LLP, Index
Index
(Sup. Ct
No. 507/95 (Sup.
Ct Westchester
Westchester
Cry).
Cty.).
Here's the
the list of
Here’s
of decisions
decisions refusing
refusing to
enforce the
enforce
the clause:
clause:
Reported—
Reported1. BDO Seidman
LLP v.
v. Miller,
Miller, 949
949 S.W.
S.W
1.
Seidman LLP
2d 858 (Tex.
(Tex. Ct
Ct of App 1997).
2003
2.
Behrer vv. BDO
BDOSeidman
Seidman LLP,
LLP, 2003
2. Behrer

••

ment, i.e., the BDO
BDO Seidman
Seidman partnership
agreement, aa business
business arrangearrangeship agreement,
ment.
In every
casethe
thepartner
partnerlitigant
litigant volunvolunIn
every case
and to
tarily executed
executed the agreement
agreement and
some degree
degreebenefited
benefitedfrom
from the relasome
relationship.
tionship.
In every
every case
case the
the complaining partner
was
and capable
capable of
of unwas well educated
educated and
derstanding
the
terms
being
accepted.
derstanding the terms being accepted.

The only
the
The
only substantive
substantive difference
difference was
was the
situs
for the
situs for
the challenge.
challenge.

UNCONSCIONABILITY DISMANTLED
DISMANTLED
fnding the
The lead
lead decision
decision finding
theclause
clause enenforceable and
and conscionable
conscionableisis the
the Conforceable
Court's Hottle. There the
necticut Supreme
Supreme Court’s
the claim that
court dismissed
dismissed the
that the
the clause
clause
was
grossly unfair
unfair and one-sided
since it
it
was grossly
one-sided since
gave
BDO
Seidman
exclusive
control
over
gave BDO Seidman exclusive control over
the arbitration
and the
the
arbitrationpanel's
panel’s selection
selection and
the ararbitral process.
Rather,
it
found
that
process. Rather, it found that the
the
clause contained
contained measures
designed to
clause
measures designed
maintain
a
level
playing
field
the
maintain a level playing feld citing the
ability of
from
ability
of all
all parties
parties to
to select
select aa panel
panel from
the same
pool, albeit
of
the
same pool,
albeit one
one composed
composed of
partners
partners of
of the
the firm.
firm.
"[T]he clause
“[T]he
clause expressly
expressly requires
requires that
`shall be
be mutually
the arbitrators
arbitrators ‘shall
mutually agreed
agreed
to' by the
to’
the board
board of
of directors
directors and
and the parparties to the dispute.
ties
dispute. As
As an
an additional
additional safesafeguard, the
the arbitration clause
further proguard,
clause further
vides
vides that `no
‘no member
member of the
the panel
panel shall
shall
be from an office in which any
be
any complainlocatedat
at the
the time
time of the
ing Partner was
was located
filing of
filing
of the
the complaint,
complaint, nor
norbe
be otherwise
otherwise
involved in the
involved
the controversy
controversy or dispute."'
dispute.’”
268 Conn. at 721.
Nor was
the court willing
willing to
Nor
was the
to accept
accept the
proposition
that
the
clause
vested
oneparty
proposition that the clause vested one
party
complete control
control over
over the
the arbitral
arbitral
with complete
process.“We
"We do
do not
not believe
that this exprocess.
believe that
express language
languageof
of the arbitration
press
arbitration clause,
clause,

in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wileycom).
Published online in
(www.interscience.wiley.com).
Alternatives
DOI: 10.1002/alt
Alternatives DOI:

All
of challenges
to the
All arose
arose because
because of
challenges to
the
legality of
legality
of the
the BDO
BDOSeidman
Seidmanclause.
clause.
All
All involved
involvedthe
thesame
samebusiness
business arrangearrange-
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alone, is
is so
in the
alone,
so imbalanced
imbalanced in
the defendant's
defendant’s
favor as
as to render
render the
the clause
clause substantively
substantively
unconscionable and
and to
to require
require this
this court
court to
to
unconscionable
interfere
with
the
freely
made
agreement
of
interfere with the freely made agreement of
the
parties.
Cf
Hooters
of
America
Inc.
v.
the parties. Cf. Hooters of America Inc. v.
Phillips,
173 F.3d
F.3d 939
939 (4th
(4th Cir.
Cir. 1999)
1999) (un(unPhillips, 173
fair arbitration
arbitration rules
rules provided
provided employer
employer
with exclusive
right to modify
exclusive right
modify rules
rules ‘in
`in
whole or in
in part,'
part,’whenever
whenever itit wished
wished and
and
whole
268
`without notice'
‘without
notice’ to
to the
theemployee)."
employee).” 268
Conn. at 721-22.
Bloom and Greenwald
are companion
Bloom
Greenwald are
casesupholding
upholding the
cases
the clause.
clause. They were
were dedetime by
cided at
at the
the same
same time
by New
New York
York State
State
Supreme
Justice Bernard
Bernard J. Fried.
Fried.
Supreme Court
Court Justice
In both,
both, the
the unconscionability
unconscionability claim
claim was
was
tied to the provision allowing for an
an arbientirely of
of inditration panel
panel consisting
consisting entirely
viduals possibly
BDO SeidSeidviduals
possibly partial
partial to BIRO
man-individuals who
man—individuals
whowere
were in
inreality
reality real
real
parties in interest.
parties

What was
was the point
point raised
raised by the one
one
court
that found
found the
theclause
clause unconunconcourt that
scionable?In
In Behrer,
Behrer, the
the court
court saw
an ununscionable?
saw an
even playing
playing field
feld established
even
established by an
an apapparent
interest for
the
parent conflict
conflict of
of interest
for the
membersofofthe
thepanel:
panel:“."...
members
. .Use
Use of
of such
such
arbitrators, who
who owe
oweaafiduciary
fduciary duty to
arbitrators,
one party,
party, creates
createsan
an‘inherent
`inherentinequity
inequity of
of
one
having [a
serve as
asits
itsown
ownarbitrator
arbitrator
having
[a party
party]] serve
to determine matters'
matters’ under the contract.
Id. Indeed,
Indeed, the
the financial
financial interests
interests of the
arbitrators are identical to
to those
those of the defendant;
is clearly
clearly inequitable
inequitable and
and
fendant; this
this is
unjust. It
It isis beyond
beyond question
question that `to
‘to alallow aa party
low
party to
to act
act as
as its
its own
own judge
judgenecesnecessarily taints the
the process
process and is repugnant
to aa proper
proper sense
sense of
of justice.’
justice.' Id.,
Id., citing
Cross&
& Brown, 167
167 N.Y.S.2d
N.YS.2d 573,
Cross
573, 575
[(N.Y App.
[(N.Y.
App. Div.
Div.1957)]"
1957)]”2003
2003Mass.
Mass. SuSuper. Lexis
Lexis at 10-11.
Do the
Do
the decisions
decisions upholding
upholding the
the clause
clause

Public policy isn't violated if a
Public
policy isn’t violated if a
mandatory arbitration clause permits
mandatory
arbitration clause permits
party's employee to
aa disputing
disputing
party’s employee to
adjudicate disputes.
adjudicate
disputes.

The
court reasoned
reasoned that
since the
the
The court
that since
clauseitself
itself required
required aa panel
panelof
of both
both nonclause
board members
and partners
partners not
not from
board
members and
office as
as the
the complaining
complaining partthe same
same office
ner, sufficient precaution
ner,
precaution had
had been
been taken
to ensure
ensure aa fair
fair hearing.
hearing. "Additionally,
“Additionally,
since every
every partner
partner of
of BDO
BIRO may
comsince
may be
be compelled
in
the
future
to
arbitrate
a
dispute
pelled
to arbitrate a dispute
before such
such aa panel,
panel, this
this dramatically
dramatically ililbefore
lustrates that there is certainly
lustrates
certainly aa reasonreasonable expectation
expectationthat
thatthe
thearbitration
arbitration will
will
able
unfair." Greenwald,
785 N.Y.S.
N.YS. 2d
not be unfair.”
Greenwald, 785
at 670-71.
Moreover, the
Moreover,
the concern
concern about
about the
the standstandfound
ing of the
the partners
partners on the
the panel
panel was
was found
unwarranted because
thereality
reality that
that the
unwarranted
because ofofthe
the
parties knew
knew this
this factor
parties
factor when
when they
they accepted
accepted
the clause.
clause. Bloom,
Bloom, 2004 NY
Slip Op
Op
NY Slip
51419U at 9-10.

show anything more
show
more than
than aa callused
callused disredisregard or unwarranted
gard
unwarranted dismissiveness?
dismissiveness? IsIs itit
decision isis all about comthat the Behrer
Behrer decision
passion for
for the
passion
the underdog?
underdog?
Either way
Either
way ititseems
seems that
that these
these decisions
decisions
speak
to
judicial
attitudes
about
speak to judicial attitudes about the
the parties
parties
and their
and
their respective
respective circumstances,
circumstances, and
and
not about
about the
the public's
public’s interest
interest in
in aa system
system
for contracting
contracting that
that supports
supports alternative
alternative
dispute resolution
dispute
resolution through
through arbitration.
arbitration.
that are
are of
of litlitThe result is four decisions
decisions that
tle far-reaching
far-reaching value
value because
because they
they are
are
tainted by
tainted
by subjectivity.
subjectivity.

THE
THE PUBLIC
PUBLIC POLICY
POLICY APPROACH
APPROACH
The remaining
The
remainingeight
eightcases
cases were
were resolved
resolved ususstressingpublic
public policy
policy and
ing an
an analysis
analysis stressing
and

concerns about
about the denial
concerns
denial of
ofdue
dueprocess.
process.
(Sowan and
and Pioso
Piosowere
weredecided
decidedwithout
without aa
(Sowan
written
writtenopinion.)
opinion.)For
Forthese
thesecourts,
courts,the
theissue
issue
was
whether
the
propriety
of
an
arrangewas whether the propriety of an arrangement that
on aa contracting
ment
that confers
confers on
contracting party
party
the
power
to
adjudicate
the power to adjudicate disputes
disputes arising
arising
under the contract
contract would
would pass
pass muster un(jehle and
der New
der
New York's
York’s public policy.
policy. (Jehle
and
Brown were
decided without reference
Brown
were decided
reference to
specifc New York
law but
but the
the public
specific
York case
case law
policy analysis
policy
analysis was
was the
the same).
same).
These
courts weighed
weighed the
the clause
clause
These courts
against
Westingagainst the
the rules
rules announced
announced in
in Wstinghouse
Corp.
v. New
houseElectric
Electric
Corp.
v NwYork
Yrk City
City TranTansit Authority, 82
82 N.Y.
N.Y 2d
2d 47
47 (1993),
(1993), and
and
Cross&
& Brown
Cross
Brown v.v. Nelson,
Nelson, 167 N.Y.S.2d
N.YS.2d
1957). The courts
573 (N.Y.
App. Div.
Div. 1957).
courts
(N.Y App.
that
followed Wstinghouse
Westinghouse found
the
that followed
found the
clause acceptable.
acceptable.The
The courts
courts following
clause
Cross&& Brown
Brown found
found the
Cross
the clause
clause violated
violated
New Yorks
York’s public policy.
policy.
Westinghousestands
standsfor
forthe
the proposiWestinghouse
tion that
that public
public policy
policy isn't
isn’t violated
violated if aa
mandatory arbitration clause
mandatory
clause permits
permits aa
disputing party's
party’s employee
employee to adjudicate
adjudicate
disputes. The
The case
caseinvolved
involvedan
anarbitration
arbitration
disputes.
clause
clausein
in aa construction
construction contract.
contract. ItIt provided
vided that the
the superintendent
superintendent in
in charge
charge
of the
the job-one
job—oneofofthe
thedefendant's
defendant’s ememployees-would resolve
ployees—would
resolveany
any disputes.
disputes. The
superintendent's determination
determination would be
superintendent’s
be
to judicial review
limited to
final subject
subject to
review limited
whether or not his determination “is
"is arbitrary,
capricious or grossly
grossly erroneous
erroneous to
trary, capricious
evidence bad
bad faith.”
faith."
evidence
The court
court held
held that
thatsuch
such an
anarrangearrangement passed
passed muster for
for three
three reasons:
reasons: (a)
(a)
The Plaintiff
Plaintiffchose
chose "with
“withitsitsbusiness
businesseyes
eyes
open" and
and knew
knew what
what it was
getting into
open”
was getting
when it accepted
the term;
term; (b)
(b) Allowing a
accepted the
party to
arrangement aa“get
"getout
out of
of
party
to such
such an
an arrangement
jail free
free card"
card” would
would have
have aa destabilizing
destabilizing
effect on the
commercial law; and
effect
the state's
state’s commercial
(c) Public
Public policy
(c)
policy would
wouldnot
notbe
betransgressed
transgressed
because
of
the
contracts
provision
for judijudibecause of the contracts provision for
cial review.
review.82
82 N.Y.
N.Y 2d at 47-48.
Cross&& Brown
Brown stands
standsfor
for the
the proposiCross
that
tionproposithat members
members of aa corporate
corporate concontracting party's
party’s board
board aren't
aren’t disinterested
disinterested
that pubin the
the outcome.
outcome. The
Thecase
case states
states that
lic policy
policy isisviolated
violatedwhen
whenaaclause
clause desigdesignating board
board members
members as
as the dispute
dispute resresolution panel
panel isis enforced.
enforced. The
The clause
clause
involved was
was remarkably
remarkablysimilar
similar to
to the
involved
the
BDO-Seidman clause,
BDO-Seidman
clause, providing:

10. It
It isis further
10.
furtheragreed
agreed between
between the
the
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to decide
disputes under
under the
the contract.
contract.
to
decide disputes
A.D. 2d
4 A.D.
2d at
at 501-02.
501-02.

respective
any
respectiveparties
partieshereto
hereto that
that any
to any matdispute or difference
difference as
as to
ter in
in this
this contract
contract contained
contained shall
shall
be settled
settled by
by submitting
submitting the
to
be
the same
same to
arbitration
to
the
Board
of
Directors
arbitration to the Board of Directors
(the
of the
the party
party of the
the first
first part
part (the
employer),
whose
decision
shall
be
employer), whose decision
be
final.
citing
The court
court rejected
rejected the clause
clause citing
public policy
public
policyconcerns:
concerns:

well recognized
recognized principle
“natA well
principle of "natis that a man may
ural justice"
justice” is
may not

The Cross
Cross & Brown
Brown clause
clause has
has never
never
been reviewed
reviewedby
bythe
theNew
NewYork
YorkCourt
Court of
been
Appeals,
which is
top court,
court, and
Appeals, which
is the
the state's
state’s top
and
the Cross
e-Brown
the
Cross &
Brown decision
decision has
has never
never been
been
directly reversed
or overruled.
directly
reversed or
overruled.
Six of the
Six
the eight
eight courts
courts involved
involved with
BDO Seidman
BDO
Seidmanfavored
favored the
theWstinghouse
Westinghouse apapproach. Selznick,
decision by
by aa lower
lower New
New
proach.
Selznick, aa decision
York
York court
court isis an
an example:
example:
public policy
policy of
of
It isis the
the expressed
expressed public
this State
the use
use of
of
this
State to encourage
encourage the
arbitration as
of
arbitration
as an
an alternative
alternative means
means of
(see Westinghouse
Wstinghouse
dispute resolution (see
dispute
Elec.
Corp.v.v NYC
NYC Transit
Tansit Auth., 82
Elec. Corp.

The unconscionability decisions

The unconscionability decisions

were uniformly subjective and of
were
uniformly subjective and of
questionable value as precedent.
questionable
value as precedent.

tion panel.
panel. The Board
Board of Directors
Directors
was
deemedtoto be
be the
the party
was deemed
party and
and
therefore the
the arbitration panel
therefore
panel was
was
not sustained.
In this
Defendant
not
sustained. In
this case
case Defendant
would
the inclusion
would have
have the
inclusion of three
three
"disinterested"
partners,
not from
“disinterested” partners, not
the "Policy
the
“Policy Group,"
Group,” raise
raise the
the panel
panel
tribunal. To
to some
some independent
independent tribunal.
To
into that
buy into
that argument
argument would
would be
be to
close our
our eyes
eyesto
to the
the financial realclose
reality of
of who
who stands
stands to gain from the
the
outcome. ItIt would
outcome.
would also
also require
require aa
quantum
that the
the
quantum leap
leapofof faith
faith that
Defendant would and
Defendant
and could
could agree
agree
to three of its
its own
own partners
partners acting
acting
as mutually
mutually selected
as
selected panel
panel members
members
without an
an expectation
expectation that
the
without
that the
Defendant’s
Defendant's partners
partners would
would not
look out for
for the
thefinancial
financialinterests
interests
of themselves
partners.
of
themselves as
as partners.
notwithstanding, all
all of
of
The differences
differences notwithstanding,
these decisions
decisions have
have value
value as
precedent bethese
as precedent
becausethey
they involve
involve aa discussion
of New
cause
discussion of
Yorks
York’s public
public policy
policyand
andthe
theconsequences
consequences
that result
result from
from enforcing
enforcing clauses
clauses that potentially
undermine the
tentially can
can undermine
the stability
stability of
of
New Yorks
New
York’s commercial
commercial law.
law.

WHAT'S REALLY
GOING ON?
WHAT’S
REALLY GOING
ON?

be a
be
a judge
judge in his
his own
own cause.
cause. Irrespective of
of any
any proof of
spective
of actual
actual bias
bias
or prejudice,
prejudice, the
the law
law presumes
presumes that
party to
to aa dispute
dispute cannot
cannot have
havethat
aa party
that
disinterestednessand
and impartiality
impartiality
disinterestedness
necessary
judicial or
or
necessarytotoact
actinin aa judicial
quasi-judicial capacity
quasi-judicial
capacity regarding
regarding
that controversy.
controversy. This absolute
absolute disqualification
act rests
rests upon
upon
qualifcation to act
sound public
public policy. Any other rule
sound
would be
be repugnant
repugnant to
proper
would
to aa proper
senseof
of justice.
justice.
sense

…
What we do hold is that no party to
contract, or someone
so identified
identifed
aa contract,
someone so
with
with the
the party
party as
as to be
be in
in fact,
fact, even
even
though not
though
not in
in name,
name, the
the party
party,can
can be
be
designated as
asan
anarbitrator
arbitrator to
to decide
designated
decide
disputes under
under it.
it. Apart from outragdisputes
ing public
ing
public policy,
policy,such
such an
an agreement
agreement
is illusory;
illusory; for
for while
while in
in form
form it prois
provides
for arbitration, in
vides for
in substance
substance itit
yields
party
yields the
the power
power to
to an
an adverse
adverse party

111t@r$CI@11C@®
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N.Y.
2d 47
47 [(N.Y
[(N.Y.1993)])
1993)]) and
and the
the
N.Y 2d
powersof
of the
the Court to
powers
to intervene
intervene
before an
an award
award is
is made
made are
arenarrowly
narrowly
before
circumscribed. On
On the other hand,
hand, itit
circumscribed.
is the
the duty
duty of
of this
this Court
Court to
is
to give
give effect
effect
to the
the terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions of
of aa
party's contract
contract rather
rather than rewrite
party’s
rewrite
the contract with
with terms
terms palatable
palatable to
the Court.
Upon review of the
the arbitration
arbitration provision of
sion
of the
thepartnership
partnershipagreement
agreement
and
the arbitration
arbitrationprocedures
procedures
and the
adopted by
by BDO,
BDO, the Court
adopted
Court holds
holds
that they
that
they do not violate
violate the public
policy of this
policy
this State
State or
orpetitioner's
petitioner’s
right to
to aa fair
fair hearing."
hearing.”
Romer, also
alsoaadecision
decisionby
by aa lower
lower New
New
Romer,
York
York court, follows
follows the
the logic
logic ofofCross
Cross &
Brown:
[Cross&
& Brown]
is more
. . . [Cross
Brown] . . . is
more
directly
point than
than maybe
maybe any
any
directly in point
other case.
In Cross,
the Board
Board of
of
other
case. In
Cross, the
Directors was
was the complete
complete arbitra-

No matter
matter the
the theory
theory employed,
employed, the reresults were
werethe
thesame—75%
same-75% of the
sults
the rulings
rulings
found the
But this
found
the clause
clause enforceable.
enforceable. But
this
shouldn't be seen
simply as
asproof
proof that
that the
shouldn’t
seen simply
sameresult
result can
canbe
beobtained
obtained no
no matter
matter the
same
used.The
The real
realsignifisignifmethod of analysis
analysis used.
canceisisthat
that the
the unconscionability
unconscionability theory
cance
resulted in
in decisions
resulted
decisions that have
have no widespread value,
value, while
while those
those that employed
spread
employed aa
public policy
policy test
test have
have some
some long-term
long-term
value.
value.
Note that
that the
the courts
courts that
that resolved
resolved the
dispute from the
dispute
the unconscionability
unconscionability perperspectivedid
did so
so basing
basing their
their opinions
opinions on
spective
observations about the
observations
the clause's
clause’s operation
on
the
party
claiming
to be
be unconunconon the party claiming it to
scionable,with
withno
nomention—except
mention-except Hotscionable,
tle—about
the clause's
clause’s impact,
entle-about the
impact, ifif enforced, on
on the
the stability of the contracting
forced,
system. These
These decisions
decisionswere
were uniformly
uniformly
system.
subjective and
and of questionable
subjective
questionable value
value as
as
precedent.
precedent.
contrast, all
all the
the courts
courts that tied the
By contrast,
result
concerns about
public policy
policy
result to concerns
about public
viewed
from the perspective
of
viewed the clause
clause from
perspective of
whether
enforcementwould
would or
or wouldn't
whether enforcement
wouldn’t
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undermine the
the stability
stability of our
undermine
our system
system for
evaluating contracts.
contracts. For
For these
courts, what
what
evaluating
these courts,
controlled
was
what
was
good
for
the
controlled was what was good for the syssystem of
of law
law without
without concern
for the
litigants.
tem
concern for
the litigants.
These decisions
precedent.
These
decisions have
have value
value as
as precedent.
How
can
we
test
this
conclusion
about
How can we
the long-term
Dethe
long-termvalue
value ofofthese
these decisions?
decisions? Dematter of law”
law" reterminations made
made "as
“as aa matter
require the possibility
quire
possibility of global
global application
application
without determinations
determinations as
as to
to the
thecase's
case’s
unique facts.
that requires
the parparunique
facts. A
A clause
clause that
requires the
ties to
to do “A”
"A" is
ties
is either
either enforceable
enforceable or unenforceable, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the surroundforceable,
surrounding circumstances.
circumstances.
Therefore, aa party
party wishing to
Therefore,
to enforce
enforce
the clause
should be
be able
able to
to move
move for
for sumthe
clause should
sumon the rules
mary judgment based
based on
rules of construction applicable
struction
applicable to
toaa given
given type
type of
ofclause
clause
or term,
of a
or
term, assuming
assuming the
the absence
absence of
a dispute
dispute
about performance.
about
performance.
But in
in the
the case
case of determinations
determinations involving unconscionability,
unconscionability, ifif the court is
is
permitted to make
permitted
make aa factual
factual determinadeterminaoperation, the retion as
as to
to the
the clause's
clause’s operation,
resulting ruling goes
beyond the
the rules
rules of
of
sulting
goes beyond
construction and
on unique
construction
andisis based
based on
unique facts,
facts,
and therefore
therefore limited
limited in scope.
and
scope. It follows
follows
that
a
ruling
in
any
of
the
four unconunconthat a
any of the four
discussedabove—being
above-being
scionability cases
cases discussed
focused
unique facts
facts and
and circumcircumfocused on
on unique
stances—are
therefore
of
little
no
stances-are therefore of little or
or no
global application.
Contrast this reasoning
reasoning to the
the results
results
reached by
by the
the eight courts that
reached
that measured
measured
the clause
from the
the public policy
the
clause from
policy viewviewpoint. A
A determination
determination by
by the
the New
New York
York
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals in any
any of
ofthese
these situasituations would yield aa rule
of
tions
rule that
that clauses
clauses of
this type are
are either enforceable
enforceable or unenforceable,
be
forceable,and
and such
suchaa ruling
ruling would be
global and thus useful to
to aa party
party seeking
seeking
summary judgment.

GO FOR
FOR THE
THE ALTERNATIVE
GO
ALTERNATIVE

What
that when
when possible
What this
this suggests
suggests isis that
possible itit
is best
best to
to avoid
avoid an
an unconscionability
unconscionability analyis
analysis when
when an
an alternative
alternative theory
theory for
sis
foranalysis
analysis is
is
available. Setting
Setting aside
asideterminology,
terminology, the
the inavailable.

vestigation
enjoining analysis
analysisininthe
the first
frst
vestigation enjoining
place isis the
the same:
same:What
What is
is and
and what isn't
place
isn’t
fair and
fair
and just?
just?
The unconscionability
The
unconscionabilityanalysis
analysisstresses
stresses
fair and
and just
justasasmeasured
measured against
against factors
factors
such
such as
as oppression,
oppression, surprise
surprise and unequal
bargaining
powers, while
the analysis
analysis
bargaining powers,
while the
thestability
stability of
of
about public
public policy
policystresses
stresses the

the contracting
the
contracting system.
system. But either
either way,
way,
the goal
is the
the
goal is
the determination
determination of what
what is
is
fair and just.
Seeninin this
this light
light itit can
Seen
can be
be said
said that
both approaches
are in
in fact
both
approaches are
fact different
different sides
sides
of the
coin. This conclusion
is furthe same
same coin.
conclusion is
ther
supported by the
the Hottle
Hottle decision.
decision.
ther supported
There,
the
court
determined
that
the
There, the court determined that the
clause not
not only
muster when
clause
only passed
passed muster
when tested
tested
for unconscionability,
unconscionability, but that
that ititalso
also was
was
acceptable when
when considered
considered using
using aa public
public
acceptable
policy analysis.
policy
analysis.
The opinion
opiniongave
gave three
three reasons
reasons supsupporting the
the supposition
supposition that
that the
the clause
clause
wasn’t illusory
violation of New
New
wasn't
illusoryoror in
in violation
Yorks
York’s public policy:
policy: (a)
(a) The
The panel
panel wasn't
wasn’t
aa party to the
the dispute
dispute since
since the
the claim
claim was
was
assertedagainst
againstthe
thepartnership
partnership itself and
asserted
the
individual partners
partners sitting
the
the individual
sitting on
on the
panel did not
panel
not "share
“share the
the same
same legal
legal identity as
of
tity
as the partnership for the
the purposes
purposes of
the partnership
partnership agreement."
agreement.” 268
Conn.
268 Conn.
at 714-716; (b) Westinghouse
Westinghouse establishes
establishes
that in
in New
NewYork
Yorkan
anemployee
employee can
can make
make
determinations where his or her employer
is aa party to the
is
the subject
subject contract; and
and (c)
(c)
None
of
the
partners
on
the
panel
None
the partners on the panel were
were
either aa party
party to the
either
the contract
contract dispute
dispute or
"someoneso
soidentified
identifed with the
“someone
the party
party as
as
268
." 268
to effectively
effectively be
be that party.
party. . . .”
Conn. at 718.

***
Dealing with the
of aa
Dealing
the appropriateness
appropriateness of
mandatory arbitration
from the
view
mandatory
arbitration clause
clause from
the view
that itit is
only
that
is possibly
possibly unconscionable
unconscionable leads
leads only
to
uncertainty
because
each
clause
must
to uncertainty because each clause must be
be
tested against
against aa subjective
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